
18734 Recitation  

•  English -> Logic -> REDUCE language 

•  Homework 1clarifications 



Project 

¤  Reminder for finalizing teams and deciding on a project 

2 



Logging in 

¤  possibility.cylab.cmu.edu 
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Example from HIPAA Privacy Rule 

A covered entity may disclose an individual’s protected health information (phi) 

to law-enforcement officials for the purpose of  identifying an individual if  the 

individual made a statement admitting participation in a violent crime that the 

covered entity believes may have caused serious physical harm to the victim 
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send(p1, p2, m): p1 sends message m to p2. 
tagged(m, q, t, u): m is a message containing information with attributes t 
about q with purpose u. 
inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official): p2 has the role ‘law-enforcement-
official’. 
 attr_in(t, phi): t contains ‘protected health information’. 
purp_in(u, id-criminal): purpose u is identifying a criminal. 
state(q,m’): q states m’. 
is-admission-of-crime(m’): m’ is an admission of crime. 
believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’): p1 believes  q may have 
caused serious harm. 
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∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  ( send(p1, p2, m) 
   ∧tagged(m, q, t, u)  
   ∧attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃  
    inrole(p1, covered-entity) ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)   

  ∧ (purp_in(u, id-criminal))  
        ∧ ∃ m’.     state(q,m’) ∧is-admission-of-crime(m’) 
        ∧ believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’) 
 

A covered entity may disclose an individual’s protected health information (phi) 

to law-enforcement officials for the purpose of  identifying an individual if  the 

individual made a statement admitting participation in a violent crime that the 

covered entity believes may have caused serious physical harm to the victim 
 

-- 
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A covered health care provider providing emergency health care in response to 
a medical emergency, other than such emergency on the premises of  the 
covered health care provider, may disclose protected health information to a law 
enforcement official if  such disclosure appears necessary to alert law 
enforcement to: 
(A) The commission and nature of  a crime; 
(B) The location of  such crime or of  the victim(s) of  such crime; and 
(C) The identity, description, and location of  the perpetrator of  such crime 
 

send(p1, p2, m)   tagged(m, q, t, u)  attr_in(t, phi) 
inrole(p2, <roles>): Two concrete roles to be used are ``health-care-
provider'' and ``law-enforcement-official’’ 
purp_in(u, <purpose>): One concrete purpose is ``alert’’ 
 
providing-emergency-healthcare(p1, q): p1 is providing  
emergency healthcare to q.  
appears-necessary(p1, p2, q, t, u): p1 thinks it is necessary to alert of 
crime-commission-location-victims-perpetrator to p2 with message about q 
with attribute t and purpose u. 
 
 



Answer? 
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Answer? 
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∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  (send(p1, p2, m)  
   ∧ tagged(m, q, t, u) 
   ∧ attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃  
    inrole(p1, health-care-provider)  

 ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)  
 ∧ (purp_in(u, alert))  

       ∧ providing-emergency-healthcare(p1, q)          
 ∧ appears-necessary(p1, p2, q, t, u) 

 



Policy Composition 

9 
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∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  ( send(p1, p2, m)  
   ∧ tagged(m, q, t, u) 
   ∧ attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃  
    inrole(p1, health-care-provider)  

 ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)  
 ∧ (purp_in(u, alert))  

       ∧ providing-emergency-healthcare(p1, q)          
 ∧ appears-necessary(p1, p2, q, t, u) 
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∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  ( send(p1, p2, m) 
   ∧tagged(m, q, t, u)  
   ∧attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃  
    inrole(p1, covered-entity) ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)   

  ∧ (purp_in(u, id-criminal))  
        ∧ ∃ m’.     state(q,m’) ∧is-admission-of-crime(m’) 
        ∧ believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’) 
 

-- 



∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  ( send(p1, p2, m) 
   ∧tagged(m, q, t, u)  
   ∧attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃ (  
    inrole(p1, covered-entity) ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)   

  ∧ (purp_in(u, id-criminal))  
        ∧ ∃ m’.     state(q,m’) ∧is-admission-of-crime(m’) 
        ∧ believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’) 

  ) 
  V 

 ( 
 inrole(p1, health-care-provider)  
 ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)  
 ∧ (purp_in(u, alert))  

       ∧ providing-emergency-healthcare(p1, q)          
 ∧ appears-necessary(p1, p2, q, t, u) 
 ) 
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-- 



Another Example 
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A covered entity may disclose protected health information to a coroner or 
medical examiner for the purpose of  identifying a deceased person, determining 
a cause of  death, or other duties as authorized by law. A covered entity that also 
performs the duties of  a coroner or medical examiner may use protected health 
information for the purposes described in this paragraph. 



Answer? 
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Answer? 
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inrole(p1, covered-entity) 
∧ ( (inrole(p2, coroner) 

 V inrole(p2, medical-examiner) 
     ) 
∧ belongstorole(q, deceased) 
∧( purp_in(identication(q)) 
     V purp_in(determining-cause-of-death(q)) 
     V authorized-by-law(p2;u) 
     ) 



Prefix (Polish) Notation 
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¤  Infix: 3+4, Prefix +3 4, Postfix: 3 4 + 

¤  REDUCE understands prefix notation 



Convert to prefix notation 
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∀p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
  ( send(p1, p2, m) 
   ∧tagged(m, q, t, u)  
   ∧attr_in(t, phi)) 
   ⊃  
    inrole(p1, covered-entity) ∧ inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)   

  ∧ (purp_in(u, id-criminal))  
        ∧ ∃ m’. state(q,m’) ∧is-admission-of-crime(m’) 
        ∧ believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’) 
 



Answer? 
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Convert to prefix notation 
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all p1, p2, m, u, q, t.  
 ( and  
  (send(p1, p2, m)) 

     (tagged(m, q, t, u)) 
     (attr_in(t, phi))) 
      ( and 
     (inrole(p1, covered-entity))  

  (inrole(p2, law-enforcement-official)) 
   (purp_in(u, id-criminal))  

         (ex m’  
   ( state(q,m’)) 
   ( and  
    (is-admission-of-crime(m’)) 

      (believes-crime-caused-serious-harm(p1, q, m’)))) 
 


